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Abstract—This article deals with study of costs which every single aircraft operator has to pay for its delay against schedule or for non-flying in default flight level. These costs are defined, analysed afterwards and calculated accordingly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s air traffic is about 26 000 aircraft movements/day over Europe region and is going to rise. It is predicted that this amount will double till 2020. European ATM costs €2-3 billion more than other world’s ATM therefore our aim is reduce the difference as much as possible, moreover fulfil the future demands.[1] That is why Single European Sky project was born. Researches have been established into several stages, e.g. airspace design, new technologies, procedures, optimizing the ATM network. This thesis focuses on the ATM network performance by collecting, analysing and predicting data.

The first part of this article aims at delay costs. Since the beginning the assumption suffered from the limited view on the problem because only fuel costs were considered. However thanks to researches, studies and collecting delay data from aircraft operators it has been found out that fuel costs are a small part of total costs and we have to focus on other factors such as passenger costs.

The second part focuses on costs which are caused by changing the default flight level.

II. COSTS OF DELAY

A. Strategic costs (Schedule padding)

Costs which are fixed into the operational design of the network at the strategic level, based on contingencies for dealing with delays at the tactical level. Such contingencies (e.g. schedule buffers) represent an opportunity cost for the airline, as, if delays were known in advance to be reduced, these resources could be put to better use, or dispensed with to save capital.[2] Strategic costs are calculated days, weeks even months in advance by adding a buffer into schedule to absorb delays. From this point they are difficult to forecast and consequently it is difficult to show real costs caused by contingencies so that real saving are hidden to the aircraft operator. Usually the financial losses are a consequence of lack of predictability.

B. Tactical costs (Delay against schedule)

If no buffer is added into schedule, the tactical costs will increase significantly as well as reactionary costs. We have to keep in mind that the primary delay affects not only the original aircraft on subsequent legs (rotational reactionary effect) but also other aircraft (non-rotational reactionary effect) and the ratio between these delays is 88:12 which means 88% of flights was delayed by rotational reactionary delay and 12% of flight was delayed by non-rotational reactionary delay.[3]

C. Network reactionary costs

All delays which may be directly attributed to an initial, causal or ‘primary’ delay, will burden the causal aircraft, and/or others. These may decrease throughout the network until the end of the same operational day. Either all, or part, of particular flight delay durations subsequent to the primary delay may be assigned as ‘reactionary’ in origin.[4]

Costs are divided into 3 phases due to the difference in fuel burn in each stage; these are at-gate, taxi and en-route.

As an example, figure 1 shows the calculation of 15 minutes delay of B737-800 in 2010. We notice that during at-gate phase it is assumed that engines are shut down hence no fuel is being burnt so passenger costs dominate in this phase, whilst fuel costs dominate during en-route phase. Also there is almost double difference between at-gate costs and en-route costs so it is more effective to delay the aircraft on the ground than in the air.
Figure 1. Costs in 2010 Euros. Delay weights use 2009 ATFM data

Pax hard means costs for rebooking, compensation or care while the flight is delayed, on the other hand soft cost is cost due to revenue loss such as passenger having a flexible ticket and taking competitor’s on-time flight instead of a delayed flight.

The total cost of ATFM delay in 2010 was €1 250 million (all causes considered), 92% of flights did not incur ATFM delay, the average cost of delayed flight was €1 660, the average value calculated as a division of total ATFM delay cost and total ATFM minutes is €81/min.[5]

III. DEFAULT FLIGHT LEVEL

The most efficient flight level for every aircraft considering fuel consumption is an optimal flight level, however, only occasionally ATC allows the airplane to fly in optimal flight level and it is done only if there is a spare traffic in the airspace e.g. at night. The airplane flies in its non-economical flight level most of the time. But what if the flight level is changing during the whole flight? Theoretically the heavier the airplane is, the more fuel it consumes. The more fuel the airplane consumes during the flight, the higher the optimal flight level is. If we want to fly as economically as possible, we will continually increase our flight level. Unfortunately it is not possible during normal day-to-day operation. Let’s focus on the usual case.

IV. COSTS’ ANALYSIS AND ESTIMATION

A. Effects of delay

Figure 3 shows how the aircraft operator manages the delay effects.

1) Strategic, gate-to-gate level
Based on statistical consideration from the previous season aircraft operator sets up the individual legs including buffers large enough to absorb delay caused by contingencies and small enough not to block the resources.

2) Strategic, network level
Then taking account the individual requirements of each leg a network schedule is set up. As the white arrow shows the process must be repeated constantly in order to optimize the schedule.

3) Tactical, gate-to-gate level
If the strategic delay was counted properly, the primary delay caused at the day of operation would be absorbed by buffers and would not lead to other delay normally.

4) Tactical, network level
However due to contingencies in this case ATFM restrictions reactionary delays has been created. Buffers are not designed to absorb other delay than primary and therefore we have to take in account that the aircraft doesn’t recover from the first delay of the day.

B. Primary and reactionary delay comparison

Primary and secondary causes vary according to airport and area. Regular division of delay causes and 2011/2012 statistics are shown in figure 4.

Figure 2. EASA Fuel policy

Figure 2 shows how much fuel you have to consider for a flight and what the minimum for a flight is, this is known as a Fuel policy by EASA.
slot time, late departing traffic is traffic departing later than 10 minutes after original slot time. % of regulated traffic is percentage (compared with the ATC Activated Traffic count) of terminated flights affected by one or more regulations. Only the Regulated Flights for which an Actual Take-Off is known are used.

If we used early mentioned sum of 81 €/minute of delay costs we may estimate that according to numbers in figure 5 costs of delay originated by air traffic flow only in Prague Airport 2013 is more than 7.4 million EUR.

VI. CONCLUSION

Costs of delay cause a financial losses, therefore, prevention and recovery process have to be established. We usually focus on the tactical phase but the truth is that we should focus on the strategic phase, this planning can reduce delays. Despite of all known values we cannot avoid delay. However, we can soften the impact of delay by calculating the delay in advance – strategic delay, by adding buffer into schedule to absorb delay caused by contingency. Nevertheless there is a risk of blocking the aircraft and resource due to larger buffer than the situation needs which affect the airline profitability as well. The aircraft operator has to calculate and predict the schedule very properly but even in this case we are not able to avoid a coincidence. If the primary delay occurs earlier in the day, it will cause the greater reactionary delay. This is what the aircraft operator should do primarily. As it was mentioned at the beginning airline is not the only one, a huge work should be made also on the other side – ATM, route planners, airspace designers, airports – to make the flow smoother.
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